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Abstract

The Cardiac Dance—The Spirals of Life is a one-act ballet inspired by the work of Drs. Francisco Torrent-Guasp and Gerald Buckberg. The “cardiac dance” is the twisting, pulsing rhythms of the human heart in motion, and “the spirals of life” refers to the natural helical shape of the heart muscle. Based on the work of Torrent-Guasp, Buckberg developed a new approach to dealing with congestive heart failure. This is the music for the original production, which premiered at the CCM Spring Dance concert on May 25-26, 2007. It is one part of the attempt to depict this revolutionary concept through dance, music and multimedia.

The piece begins with dancers demonstrating the notion that the spiral is a recurring formation throughout nature. The heart is one of these spirals, and Dr. Torrent-Guasp demonstrated that the heart unwinds like one continuous piece of rope. Scene One continues by mimicking the motion of a healthy heart. When the heart is healthy, it is conical in shape, like a football. In this shape, the heart is able to beat normally in a twisting/untwisting motion. Scene Two begins with a heart attack, and is followed by a progression into heart failure. When the heart becomes unhealthy, it loses its helical shape and becomes round like a basketball. Once the heart has lost its helical shape, it can no longer twist and untwist very well, thereby getting tired easily and losing its synchronous rhythm. Scene Three represents the real lives that are affected by the tragedy of heart failure and ends with the decision to have the surgical procedure pioneered by Dr. Buckberg. In Scene Four, the surgery is performed, effectively transforming the basketball back into a football. Scene Five represents the joy in the restoration of this natural spiral formation and the conclusions that can be drawn from these recent discoveries.

For more information on the science behind the cardiac dance, please see http://www.helicalheart.com/. The website for The Cardiac Dance project is http://www.thecardiacdance.com/.
Copyright Notice

The music contained in this thesis is copyright Jennifer Bernard Merkowitz, BMI. It may not be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part without the composer’s permission.

The following sounds, downloaded from the freesound project (http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/), are used with permission under the Creative Commons Sampling Plus 1.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/sampling+/1.0/):

By strongheartbeat (http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/usersViewSingle.php?id=204237)
   “myheartbeat exerciseing beating bpm160.mp3”
   (http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/samplesViewSingle.php?id=30258)

By Lunardrive (http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/usersViewSingle.php?id=120830)
   “Single Heartbeat Clean HQ_BeatSmith.wav”
   (http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/samplesViewSingle.php?id=22440)
   “Heartbeat_SoundSmith.mp3”
   (http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/samplesViewSingle.php?id=21911)
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*MP3 file, stereo (17.5 MB), 19'08”*

Please click "PLAY" to begin sound file playback. This may take a few seconds to load. Press "PAUSE" to pause playback and "STOP" to stop and reset playback so that it starts from the beginning.